
 Integral’s 3- day triumphant workshop on Examination Reforms in Higher 

Education concluded with holistic approach in exams and learning.  

Open Book tests, Paper Less Examination, Holistic- Concept based Learning, ICT 

modes- the way forward in Education.   

Integral University along with the Association of Indian Universities (AIU), New Delhi and participants 

from about 70 Universities across India canvassed in making substantial changes in Examination to 

escalate the academic standards. The three-day National Workshop was held from October 8 to 10, 

2018 steered by the Human Resource development center, Integral. “It was a ecstatic experience at this 

meet, and the way Integral University, Lucknow has conducted the workshop and providing the 

necessary infrastructure at such a large scale which is a landmark in AIU’s history’ said 

Dr.Amarendra Pani, Deputy Director, AIU, the guest of honour, at the function . 

Various Technical Sessions were held during the National workshop to explore and gauge the 

contemporary assessment techniques and suggesting reforms to the existing Examination system. Prof. 

Basheer A. Khan, former VC, the Chief guest in the Valedictory session,  appreciated that 

ancient Indian education system with No- examination in Gurukuls and Madarsas, but had a 

concrete concept of ‘Listening and consuming’. “The education system should be transparent 

and efficient. We can work on a No-Exam system, instead a scholar can be assessed with 

continuous evaluation modes by efficient Teachers themselves, in which the holistic approach is 

highlighted and the objective of learning is established”.  

Prof. Rajeev Pandey, Data Scientist from Lucknow University elaborated on the Right 

Techniques of Examination achieving aptitudes, interests, personality traits and skill factors. 

“Open Book Examinations is interesting, engaging and self- boosting which discourages rote learning 

and is more superficial application of knowledge” he said.  “Adding a three- layer impregnable 

security to their examination system routing the chances of question paper leakage of any sort” 

added a delegate from Pune University. GNA University, Punjab, shared their experience of 

conducting a pilot study by adopting a novel method of scanning and evaluating the answer 

scripts and the success was attributed to the efficiency of ICT service provider, thus highlighting 

the role of ICT in the ease of evaluation process. Hindustan Institute of Technology and Science, 

Chennai, showcased their eco-friendly method of paperless examination.   

Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar, Director Planning and Research, Integral, held the session on “Choice 

Based Evaluation System and Credit Transfer, a systematic way of describing an educational 

programme by attaching credits to its components of a study programme such as modules, 

courses, placements, dissertation work, etc. and reflect the quantity of work enabling potential 



employers assess the performance of students on a scientific scale. “UGC has made CBCS 

mandatory for all universities in 2016 but still it is not being implemented in its true spirit by 

Indian universities and we can all aim to strive to make it possible” he said.  

Dr. Syed  Aqeel Ahmad, Director, HRDC, Integral pronounced the workshop a breeding ground of 

optimism and  reforms that would surely make the Indian education system qualitative and efficient. 
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